Better decking. Better living.
www.eva-last.net.au

A brand you can trust
Eva-Last is a globally reputable brand that utilises a solution driven business model to create innovative,
sustainable building materials and systems that add value to customers’ lives. At the heart of Eva-Last is a team
of highly capable, creative specialists united by a passon to promote environmental consciousness through
eco-friendly building products and operations. By embracing low environmental impact manufacturing and
cutting-edge composite technology, Eva-Last is revolutionising how building can be done. We design and deliver
beautiful, long-lasting green alternatives that make our customers’ lives easier, healthier, and just plain better.

CO6 / TIGER COVE

Infinity grooved, double sided profile,
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(140 x 23 mm)

Longer lasting for longer lounging
Eva-Last composite decking is tested and proven to outperform wood and timber in even the harshest
weather conditions. The revolutionary co-extruded composite ranges use award-winning Eva-Last
capping technology to withstand all that Mother Nature has to throw at it. Rest assured that with
Eva-Last you’re getting the best composite decking available.
SOLID AND GOOVED PROFILES FOR DECKING, CLADDING OR SCREENING APPLIACTIONS

COLOURS & FINISHES INSPIRED BY NATURE
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DUAL TONE

BRAZILIAN TEAK

ISLAND MAHOGANY

HIMALAYAN CEDAR

LOUR

S
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O

ALASKAN DRIFTWOOD

APEX DUAL COLOUR TONES
Apex dual tone colour range adds an extra layer of colour to each board to enhance the natural look of your
composite project. The variance in shades within a single composite profile beautifully represents the
colour tones found in timber, making your composite all the more striking. Dual tone colours are ideal for
projects that are all about that natural look.

TIGER COVE

CARIBBEAN CORAL

FIRE KOA

CAPE TOWN GREY

SPANISH SAFFRON

SWISS OAK

OASIS PALM

CONCRETE GREY

INFINITY STREAKED COLOUR TONES
Infinity composite offers incredibly natural-looking colours thanks to its advanced colour technology
which gives each board unique colour variation to embody the essence of timber. Enjoy the beauty of
wood with the benefits of composite.
Please check profile and colour availability in your region.
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LIGHTWEIGHT, CAPPED PVC DECKING
Apex sets the standard for the most beautiful, natural-looking
composite. Its ultra-lightweight PVC core makes for easy
installation. Apex offers slip resistance, and exceptional
low-maintenance, requiring only the most basic of cleaning
for optimal longevity. Its resilient protective cap is the
leading fade, scratch, and stain resistant acrylic polymer
capping available. Apex provides long-term decay and
weather resistance by resisting biodegradation, insects,
moisture, and the elements. Apex is also an environmentally
friendly alternative to timber, with holistically sustainable
manufacturing and use of raw materials.

PRODUCT MATERIALS

Capping material:
Engineered acrylic polymer

Core material:
Foamed PVC composite
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TAKE HOME THE BENEFITS

BEAUTIFUL NATURAL LOOK

LIGHTWEIGHT

SLIP RESISTANT

Sets the standard for the most
natural-looking composite

Ultra-lightweight PVC core
makes for easy installation

Best in its class, tested to Australian
Standard AS5486

EXCEPTIONALLY
LOW-MAINTENANCE
Only the most basic of cleaning
required for optimal longevity

RESILIENT
PROTECTIVE CAP

DECAY & WEATHER
RESISTANT

ENVIRONMENTALLY
FRIENDLY

Fade, scratch, & stain resistant
acrylic polymer capping

Resists biodegradation, insects,
moisture, & weather

Holistically sustainable manufacturing
& use of raw materials
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SINGLE SIDED GROOVED &
SINGLE SIDED SQUARE
EDGE BOARDS

140 x 24 mm

140 x 24 mm

Grooved both sides

Square edged
board

Colour range indicating regional availability
DUAL TONE AND SCULPTED GRAIN

BRAZILIAN TEAK

HIMALAYAN CEDAR

ALASKAN DRIFTWOOD

ISLAND MAHOGANY

140mm

NSW

140mm

NSW

140mm

NSW

140mm

-

190mm

NSW | WA

190mm

NSW | WA

190mm

NSW | WA

190mm

WA

APEX SINGLE SIDED CELLULAR PVC DECKING
Available in 140 mm and 190 mm:
140mm:

190mm:

Dimensions

140 x 24 mm (5.7 m lengths)

Dimensions

190 x 24 mm (5.7 m lengths)

Weight

2.4 kg / m

Weight

3.1 kg / m

400 mm on centres

Recommended
Joist spacing

400 mm on centres

Recommended
Joist spacing

Single sided
grooved board

Single sided
square edge board
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Fasteners
140 mm: 20 HULK hidden fasteners / m2
190 mm: 16 HULK hidden fastener clips / m2
(Uses HULK S9 clip)

Uses HULK composite top fixing screws
on non-grooved edges
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Decking that brings peace of mind
Infinity composite is the ultimate in durability and the
toughest co-extruded composite decking offered by
Eva-Last. Its resilient protective cap made of advanced
polymer resists scratches, fade, mould and mildew, and
makes Infinity exceptionally low-maintenance, with only
the most basic of cleaning required for optimal longevity.
Infinity offers decay and weather resistance with top
protection from biodegradation, insects, UV, and harsh
weather. Its streaked colour variation provides a natural
look that embodies the essence of timber. Enjoy the
stain and slip resistance of this environmentally friendly
alternative to timber, which is holistically sustainable
from its manufacturing to its use of raw materials.

Infinity IS combines all the benefits of durable Infinity composite with the advantages of
I-Series for a cost-effective, lightweight decking which uses less material but maintains
class-leading strength, stiffness, and span capability.

Capping material:
Engineered polymer

Core material:
High density polymer composite
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TAKE HOME THE BENEFITS
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Available in

140 x 23 mm
90 x 23 mm
Grooved board

Available in
140 x 23 mm
90 x 23 mm
Square edge
board

DOUBLE SIDED GROOVED &
DOUBLE SIDED SQUARE EDGE BOARDS

SOLID, DOUBLE-SIDED CAPPED BOARDS
Dimensions

90 x 23 mm (5.4 m length)
140 x 23 mm (5.4 m length)

Weight

GROOVED:
2.42 kg / m (90 x 23 mm)
3.86 kg / m (140 x 23 mm)

Recommended
Joist spacing

Colour range indicating regional availability

CARIBBEAN CORAL

CAPE TOWN GREY

90mm

NSW | SA

90mm

NSW | SA

140mm

NSW | QLD | VIC | SA

140mm

NSW | QLD | VIC | SA

SQUARE EDGE:
2.51 kg / m (90 x 23 mm)
4.01 kg / m (140 x 23 mm)

450 mm on centres

The Infinity DS board provides exceptional durability and is an ideal decking profile
for residential or high traffic or commercial areas. The double-sided board can
also be used as cladding, screening, or applications which showcase both sides
of the board. Its solid composition makes installation simple and straightforward.
Infinity DS is available as a grooved deck board for a screw-free final look by tucking
HULK hidden fasteners out of view and a square edge board, fastened through the
surface with top fixing screws.

FIRE KOA

SPANISH SAFFRON

90mm

NSW | SA

90mm

NSW | SA

140mm

NSW | QLD | SA

140mm

NSW | QLD | VIC | SA

Infinity DS is produced with random colour variations within the product to mimic
that of natural timber. So in any colour, you will get a variety of lighter and darker
tones just as nature intended. This only adds to the aesthetic appeal of your
composite decking.

Double sided
grooved board
Double sided
square edge board
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Fasteners
GROOVED:
HULK Halo clip and screw,
25 / m2 (90 x 23 mm)
16 / m2 (140 x 23 mm)
SQUARE EDGE:
HULK CDS screws,
50 / m2 (90 x 23 mm)
30 / m2 (140 x 23 mm)

TIGER COVE

SWISS OAK

90mm

NSW | SA

90mm

-

140mm

NSW | QLD | VIC | SA

140mm

VIC

Colour range indicating regional availability

135 x 25.4 mm
Grooved board

135 x 25.4 mm
Starter board

CARIBBEAN CORAL
135mm

CAPE TOWN GREY
135mm

WA

WA

GROOVED &
STARTER BOARDS

SINGLE-SIDED CAPPED I-SERIES BOARDS
Dimensions

135 x 25.4 mm (5.4 m lengths)

Weight

2.84 kg / m

Recommended
Joist spacing

Up to 450 mm on centres

FIRE KOA
135mm

The Infinity IS deck board is the ultimate in lightweight durability, and is available as a
grooved deck board and a starter board for greater versatility and ease of installation.
The grooved board offers grooves along both edges for an efficient, beautiful
installation. HULK hidden clips easily slot into the grooves for streamlined installation
that tucks fasteners out of view for a screw-free finish. The starter board provides
one grooved edge and one solid, ideal for finishing or “picture framing” the perimeter
of your deck or project.
Infinity IS is produced with random colour variations within the product to mimic that
of natural timber. So in any colour, you will get a variety of lighter and darker tones just
as nature intended. This only adds to the aesthetic appeal of your composite decking.

Infinity IS
grooved board

SPANISH SAFFRON
135mm

WA

OASIS PALM

TIGER COVE
135mm

WA

135mm

WA

NSW | SA | WA

Fasteners
18 HULK hidden fasteners / m2
(Uses HULK S9 clip)

Infinity IS
starter board

Uses HULK composite top fixing screws
on non-grooved edges

CONCRETE GREY
135mm

NSW | SA
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SCREEN BOARDS

70 x 16 mm
Screen board

Colour range indicating regional availability

CARIBBEAN CORAL
70mm

NSW | QLD | VIC | WA

CAPE TOWN GREY
70mm

FIRE KOA
70mm

NSW | QLD | VIC | WA

NSW | QLD | VIC | WA

SPANISH SAFFRON
70mm

OASIS PALM

TIGER COVE
70mm

NSW | QLD | VIC | WA

CO-EXTRUDED COMPOSITE SCREENING
Dimensions

70 x 16 mm (5.45 m length)

Weight

1.36 kg / m

Span

1200 mm when fixed to 3 or more supports
900 mm when between 2 supports

NSW | QLD | VIC | WA

70mm

WA

Fasteners
HULK Trim screws,
25 / m2

Double sided
screen board

The Infinity screen board is a thin, lightweight composite profile. This double-sided board offers the R finish
on both faces of the profile to create a neat aesthetic for cladding or screening. HULK top fixing screws
securely fasten the boards in place and are available in colours to match the composite boards for a seamless
look.
Infinity is produced with random colour variations within the product to mimic that of natural timber. So in any
colour, you will get a variety of lighter and darker tones just as nature intended. This only adds to the aesthetic
appeal of your composite decking.
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FASTENED, FOR LIFE.

Designed for
professionals.
Perfect for novices.

Corrosion
Resistant

Colour Matched
Aesthetic

Neat Surface
Finish

Fast and Easy
Installation

No Pre-drilling
Required*

FASTENERS

Eva-Last has developed a range of fasteners that thoroughly complement our composite products to ensure the stability and
longevity of your deck. HULK fasteners are specially designed to securely fasten the deck boards to a substructure, but can also be
used in other wood or steel fixing applications. The coating employed for our HULK fasteners ensures the fixing system supports
your deck throughout its lifespan.

HULK FASTENERS
Image

Colour

Bits

Material

Black

N/A

Stainless steel 430

Units

HIDDEN CLIP (S9)

125
&
350
Black

1HTX ( )

Stainless steel 305

SCREW FOR TIMBER

Approx coverage
(90 x 23 mm): 30 / m2
(140 x 23 mm): 18 / m2

Black

1HTX ( )

Stainless steel 410

SCREW FOR METAL

HULK fasteners hidden clips
HULK fasteners were created to ensure Eva-Last decking products would have an
equally durable and long lasting fastener solution. Given the 25 to 30-year warranty
Eva-Last decking offers, a long-lasting reliable fastener was necessary to create a complete
decking package. HULK fasteners are designed to stand up to the toughest of weather
conditions gracefully and sustainably for as long as your duable Eva-Last decking.

*No Pre-drilling Required: Dependent on the substrate or recommendations of the manufacturer
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CHOOSE
SUSTAINABLE
DECKING

RENEWABLE RESOURCES & RENEWABLE ENERGY

Made from recycled materials

We believe that how we manufacture is just as important as what we manufacture when

No trees felled

it comes to going green. That’s why we’ve traded in fossil fuels for renewable energy. Our
products are now manufactured using solar power. We are fully committed to bringing
you a product that’s holistically eco-conscious.
Eva-Last is internationally recognised for our commitment to the environment. We’re
proud of the work we do to promote environmental sustainability, and invite you to
choose timber alternatives that are gentle on the Earth.

No further treatment or toxic
chemicals required
Made using solar energy
Reduced impact on landfills
(Recyclable at the end of life)
Reduced carbon footprint

Proudly distributed in Australia by

ITI NSW (Sydney)

59 Dunheved Circuit, St Marys, NSW 2760
02 8805 5000 | salesnsw@iti.net.au

ITI QLD (Brisbane)

John Cook & Sons

ITI SA (Adelaide)

ITI WA (Perth)

ITI VIC (Melbourne)

ITI NSW (Newcastle)

62 Creek St, Bundamba, QLD 4304
07 3436 8400 | salesqld@iti.net.au
82-94 Grand Trunkway, Gillman, SA 5013
08 8447 0400 | salessa@iti.net.au
68-80 Kirkham Rd W, Keysborough, VIC 3173
03 9392 8400 | salesvic@iti.net.au

104-116 Links Rd, St Marys, NSW 2760
02 9833 0355 | sales@johncook.net.au
102-108 Bannister Rd, Canning Vale, WA 6155
08 9256 5700 | saleswa@iti.net.au
19 Nelson Rd, Cardiff, NSW 2285
02 4953 7666 | salesnc@iti.net.au

www.eva-last.net.au
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